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The Grand Prix Bugatti has a strong claim to a book all of its own, with its enviable record of racing
successes, its superb craftsmanship and, for the more mechanically minded, the great variety of its ingenious
design features unique to the creations of the great artist designer, Ettore Bugatti. This book is devoted to the
racing Types 35, 37, 43 and 51, in their various forms, and describes their anatomy in detail and their racing
achievements. A schedule of individual models, in chassis number order, gives type number, factory date,
brief history and, where known, the present owner; the appendices include tabulated specifications of the
types. Bugatti owners will also find much practical information to help them maintain their historic racing

cars.

Bugatti Type35C Grand Prix Source Gooding Company YouTube A glorious work of art from the Grand Prix
racing age the 35C is irreplaceable. In 1922 the French Grand Prix took place right on Bugattis doorstep.

Engine Number 3 Chassis Number 4325 . They called it the 57G.

Bugatti 2004

The exterior is finished in a French racing blue with. Le Mans Grand Prix de LACF. There has not been a
good Grand Prix Bugatti for sale in a very long time we had a nice 35C at Pebble Beach that we sold in 2006
for 2.585 million. The Type 59 is an anachronistic car. Free shipping. This particular example chassis 4871 is

a Type 35C the factorys designation for a twolitre . Grand Prix Bugatti originally written in 1968 by the
preeminent Bugatti expert H.G. Jump to navigation Jump to search. Bugatti enjoyed great success in early
Grand Prix motor racing including victory in the first ever Monaco Grand Prix. Advanced Search Find a
Library. At the Dieppe Grand Prix six days later Dreyfus placed 2nd while Williams car retired early. The

company was known for both the level of detail of its engineering in.
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